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ABSTRACT 

Inverters are ordinarily utilized all over and the result of the inverter is observed. Yet, presently our venture will 

assist with checking the continuous sunlight-based inverter information that can be effortlessly gotten to by the 

buyer as well as produced in the cell phone by utilizing Wi-Fi. In our undertaking essentially, we are fostering 

the reenactment and programming to quantify the constant information, for example, voltage, temperature, and 

so on. For doing the reenactment we utilize a product named proteus and for fostering the application we utilize 

a stage named Blynk. Our undertaking can be utilized primarily in workplaces, houses, foundations, and so forth 

so we can get to the information on our cell phones by utilizing Wi-Fi whenever. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

Inverters are ordinarily utilized all over and the result of the inverter is observed. Yet, presently our venture will 

assist with checking the continuous sunlight-based inverter information that can be effortlessly gotten to by the 

buyer as well as produced in the cell phone by utilizing Wi-Fi. In this undertaking, we will assemble an IoT-based 

Battery Monitoring System utilizing ESP8266 where you can screen the battery charging/releasing status 

alongside Battery Voltage and Percentage. As we probably are aware, the battery is the main part of any gadget as 

it controls the whole framework. Thus, it is critical to screen the voltage level of the battery as inappropriate or 

abundance charging/releasing may prompt harm to the Battery or System Failure. 

 A large portion of the electrical/hardware gadget has a different framework called a Battery Management 

System (BMS). The BMS screens every one of the properties of the battery like the voltage, current, temperature, 

and auto-cut-off framework. This guarantees the security and legitimate treatment of Lithium-Ion or Lithium 

Polymer batteries. Prior BMS just screens the state of the battery and cautions the client by means of a battery 

marker. Yet, presently because of the utilization of the Internet of Things, we can straightforwardly inform the 

clients from a distance. They can take a look at the battery status on their cell phones or Computer Dashboard 
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from any place on the planet. In this IoT-based Battery Monitoring System, we will utilize the ESP8266 Controller to 

send the battery status information to the Blynk Cloud. The Blynk will show the battery voltage alongside the battery rate 

in both the charging and releasing cases. 

[3] The proposed platform utilizes Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices and cloud components. The IoT components 

include data acquisition and wireless communication components and they are implemented in battery modules, which 

allow a module to communicate with others and the cloud. 

 

Figure 1.1: Inverter and Battery Data Monitoring 

Inverters are regularly utilized all over and the result of the inverter is observed, however presently our 

undertaking will assist with checking the ongoing sun-based inverter information that can be effectively gotten to by the 

buyer as well as made in the cell phone by utilizing Wi-Fi. In our task fundamentally we are fostering the reproduction 

and programming to quantify the ongoing information, for example, voltage, temperature, and so forth. For doing the re-

enactment we utilize a product named proteus and for fostering the application we utilize a stage named Blynk. Our 

venture can be utilized basically in workplaces, houses, organizations, and so on with the goal that we can get to the 

information in our cell phones utilizing Wi-Fi whenever. 

A sunlight-based inverter with Wi-Fi checking is an inverter that associates with Wi-Fi and shows you how your 

sun-powered chargers are performing on an App or site. This recoveries time you take a gander at the inverter screen to 

check whether your sunlight-powered chargers are working appropriately, and give considerably more critical than the 

screen would. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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Figure 1.2: Project Full Block Diagram 

 

Figure 1.3: Main Block Diagram 

 

Fig 1.3 This is our main block diagram containing temperature data, inverter data, and battery data. These all 

data are Real-time communicating to esp8266 supplied by a dc source. The esp8266 is a Nodemcu with a Wi-Fi module 

so we can easily communicate with the app using Wi-Fi. The app platform is Blynk is used to show the real-time 

monitoring data such as the battery percentage, battery temperature, battery voltage, etc. 

DATA READING OF BMS AND INVERTER DATA 

The BMs and inverter data are in hex values so we need to convert hex values to decimal values according to the protocol 

variables. During this conversion, we need to get the BMS and inverter data. The communication of the BMS is master 

salve communication. So, we need to send data first then the communication takes place and the resultant data we get. 

The host sends: DD A5 03 00 FF FD 77 

BMS responds to BMS feedback: DD 03 00 1B 17 00 00 00 02 D0 03 E8 00 00 20 78 00 00 00 00 00 00 10 48 

03 0F 02 0B 76 0B 82 FB FF 77 

There are also other types of data like temperature and soc etc. for getting these data another code was sent the 

by host and the response was noted 
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The host sends: DD A5 04 00 FF FC 77 

BMS feedback: DD 04 00 1E 0F 66 0F 63 0F 63 0F 64 0F 3E 0F 63 0F 37 0F 5B 0F 65 0F 3B 0F 63 0F 63 0F 

3C 0F 66 0F 3D F9 F9 77 

 

 

Figure 2.1: BMS Data Monitoring 

The above figure (Fig2.1) shows the response of BMS we get in real-time. for reading the data we use a software 

named xctu which is freely available on the internet. The configuration of xctu software is simple. first, we connect 

Arduino mega with laptop via USB cable and open xctu software the opening window has a port selection tool. We need 

to select the port of the laptop we used to communicate the Arduino mega 2560. Then open the terminal and select 

assemble packet the opening window we need to insert the host code which is mentioned in the BMS protocol and click 

on send data so in the result tab we get the response data. 

Table 2.1: BMS Data Monitoring Protocol 

Data Content Byte Size Description 

Total Voltage 2BYTE  

Current 
2BYTE, unit 

10mA 

The charge and discharge 

state of the battery are 

judged by the current. The 

charge is positive and the 

discharge is negative. 

Balance Status 2BYTE 

Each bit represents each 

cell block’s balance, 0 is 

off, 1 is on; 1~16pcs in 

series. 

Protection Status 2BYTE 

Each bit represents a MOS 

and indicates the state, 

bit0 means charging, bit1 

means discharging, 0 

means MOS is closed, 1 

means open MOS is a 

protective state, 0 is 
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unprotected, and 1 is 

protected. Note 1 on 

details: 

RSOC 1byte 
t means the percentage of 

the residual capacity. 

Cell Block 

Numbers in series 
1byte 

Cell Block Numbers in 

series 

 

The string of BMS data is understood with the help of the above-mentioned protocol details (Table 2.1). from the 

table, we understand which bit of data are representing which data. when the string data are understood we can insert the 

bits data into an array using the array positions we can print the data content. 

INVERTER DATA 

 

Figure 2.2: Inverter Data Monitoring 

The inverter data is also got by the early mentioned software such as xctu. The inverter is communicated with 

Arduino mega 2560 with rs232 to the TTL converter circuit. When the Arduino gets the inverter data we can monitor the 

data by connecting Arduino with a laptop and selecting the port in xctu software. 

Table 2.2: Inverter Data Monitoring Protocol 

Alphabet Data Size 

A Modem ID 3 Digit Variable 

B Mains V 3 Digit Variable 

C Battery V 3 Digit Variable 

D O/P V 3 Digit Variable 

E 
Mains charging 

current 
3 Digit Variable 

F Load Percentage 3 Digit Variable 

G PV Voltage 3 Digit Variable 

H PV Current 3 Digit Variable 

I KWH 3 Digit Variable 

 

Similar to the BMS protocol inverter has a protocol also that is mentioned in the above table (Table 2.2). By 

understanding this protocol, we can get which bit of data represent which type of data. similar we did in BMS we insert 

the inverter bit in an array using the array positions we can print the data content to the user. For printing the data, we 
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need to convert the hex to a decimal value. 

This hex value is converted to decimal so we can get the details. By using this we wrote a program that converts 

hex code to a decimal value. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Circuit Diagram 

 

Figure 2.3 In this circuit diagram, we use Arduino mega as the main controller to collect the inverter and BMS 

data and give it to esp8266 via RX, and TX ports. The ep8266 is the controller used to get real-time monitoring of BMS 
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and inverter using WIFI. It provides all information through WIFI and uploads the data to a web dashboard using Blynk. 

The max 485 RS485 to TTL converter is used to communicate BMs with ARDUNIO mega and the RS232 to TTL 

converter is used to communicate inverter with Arduino mega. All circuit is powered by a 12v adapter this section 

includes a buck module.  

 

 

Figure 2.4 : Reference Circuit Diagram 

Figure 2.4 This is the reference circuit we used to get a logic about how the battery and temperature data are 

monitored using wifi in blynk iot. The circuit also helps us to learn about Blynk iot. by using all logic we built the real 

inverter and BMS data monitoring circuit. 

The existing system only measures the data digitally and is not a user-friendly method for developing our project 

the main advantage is that we can monitor the inverters and battery data anywhere by using our mobile phone. By using 

this we can provide users with the ability to monitor the real-time battery voltage and battery percentage., Gives the 

battery status on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis, Provides the battery temperature and humidity, and we can monitor 

the battery status from anywhere using a mobile app or software. 

Real-time Wi-Fi connection is needed, Experienced program skill is needed to develop the monitoring platforms 

like webserver and app. These are the disadvantages of the device. We can overcome these disadvantages by adding an 

external memory that can hold data when WIFI disconnects when WIFI comes devices become online and upload the 

held data could so users get hourly data accurately. 

FLOW CHART 
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Figure 2.5: Flow Chart 

DATA MONITORING 

 

Figure 3: Mobile App 

Blynk is another stage that permits you to rapidly assemble interfaces for controlling and observing your 

equipment projects from your iOS and Android gadget. After downloading the Blynk application, we can make a venture 

dashboard and organize buttons, sliders, diagrams, and different gadgets onto the screen. Utilizing the gadgets, you can 

turn pins on and off or show information from sensors. 

There is more library related to Nodemcu so we aim to select one of the libraries and do the program in Arduino 

id on the basics of the pins which are selected to get data on temperature input, battery input, and inverter input. When 

the program is finished and done compelling upload the program to the esp8266 module. 
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Using this app interface, we can real-time monitor the inverter and battery data’s so we can understand the 

current working condition of the solar inverter system, by understanding the real-time monitoring we can estimate the life 

span of the battery also we can provide good maintenance according to the details 

CONCLUSIONS 

Our project will be very useful in monitoring the inverter and battery data using the mobile phone anywhere and also, we 

can make a continuous monitor and avoid any kind of problems that may damage the entire system. By understanding the 

real-time monitoring, we can estimate the life span of the battery also we can provide good maintenance according to the 

details. 
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